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ABSTRACT
Linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE) films compounded in a Mac-Plas film line

(@ 175 0C) after extrusion in a Killion Compounding Extruder (@ 220 0C) were subjected to
natural (outdoor) weathering for 16 months, exceeding 11,640 hrs of exposure to harsh
weather. The films under investigation were prepared with UVA additives (i.e. Tinuvin 494
FB, Tinuvin NOR 371 and Chimasorb 81) and studied simultaneously with virgin (pure
resin) samples prepared for comparative reasons. Mechanical (stress, strain and elongation
to brake) and physical (haze, transmission, density and total change in color) properties
characterization were done regularly after unloading. Influence of exposure duration, mean
ambient temperature, wind speed and direction and relative humidity was studied using
statistical treatment of the data obtained. Meteorological parameters were treated as
independent variables whilst mechanical and physical properties were set as dependent
variables. Using least square method, the influential parameters were linearized by relating
them as a simple straight fit equation or a logarithmic one. Effect of additive was noticed on
the film samples studied in different proportions.

Key Words : LLDPE, Natural weathering, Dependent and independent variables,
Meterological parameters, Morphology
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INTRODUCTION
For many end-users, converters and

manufacturers, linear low density polyethylene
(LLDPE) is considered a very attractive plastic
polymer. Due to its versatility in many outdoor
applications (as well as the polyethylene
polymer family) namely mulch films and
greenhouses, extensive studies were carried

out on it in the past. Drastic changes occur
when polymers are exposed to outdoors over
the course of natural weathering experimen-
tation. Tensile, impact, hardness, melt flow
index (MFI) and fractures in morphology are
all affected from such exposure1,2.

Weather-induced degradation of
polymer properties is caused by all the factors
of weather, which include solar radiation,
temperature, humidity, wind, rain, environ-
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mental pollutants, thermal cycling (cold night
and hot days), and sand abrasion. Certain
outdoors conditions cause more significant
changes on polymers than others. This was
suggested in the past3, where mechanical
properties and weather information were
collected in order to evaluate the feasibility of
using newly developed biodegradable mulch
film to replace non-biodegradable HDPE mulch
film. Method of exposure had an influence too,
in terms of rack testing or direct placement on
soil. Even when using coating based polymer,
changes are noticed on the morphology and
chemical structure4. Polymers and composites
used in building were also evaluated for their
degradation in laboratory conditions and natural
weathering. Marine close environments, sand
accumulation and sun rays intensity were all
considered as factors accelerating the
degradation of such materials5.

The accelerating effect of higher ambient
temperature resulting in higher rates of solar
UV-induced damage to polymers was
confirmed and quantitatively analyzed6. A field
exposure study on polyethylene and
polycarbonate polymers estimated the
increased detrimental effects of solar UV
wavelengths at higher ambient temperatures.
In7, LLDPE was exposed to natural weather,
and degradation was monitored by mechanical
properties testing system, FTIR spectroscopy,
and differential scanning calorimetry.
Mechanical properties were found to be more
dependent on the ultraviolet (UV) portion of
the total solar radiation, chemical changes was
found to be synergistically affected by UV and
total solar radiation, and change in thermal
property was because of UV, total solar
radiation, and temperature. Humidity and other
weather parameters were found to play a less
significant role in the weather-induced
degradation of LLDPE properties.

It would take months or even years for
most polymers to degrade in natural

environment. The artificial weathering is
commonly applied to determine life assessment
of these materials. Meekum and Kenharaj8

suggested in Equations (1)–(3) away to predict
data obtained from artificial exposure from
natural weathering data.

   
 = 0                     (1)

      x
N N

i Yi –  = 0   (2)

Then         x – y  = 0   (3)
Where

xi  =  molecular weight obtained from
                  open-air exposure;

yi  =  molecular weight obtained from
                  the accelerated chamber;
and,   N  = number of data points.

Typically, two statistical hypothesizes,
null (Ho) and alternative (H1), will be identified
as follows :

If Ho : x – y = 0, it means that x and y
are analogous ;

and, if H1: x – y ? 0, it means that x and
y are different.

Applying the two tails t-test method with
a 95% ( = 0.5) degree of confidence to accept
Ho, the t value can be computed. If t falls
between –t/2 and t1-/2, the Ho would be
accepted. Otherwise, the Ho would be
rejected. Table 1 shows the summarized data
obtained from the statistical test. As a result,
Ho is accepted for both cases. This means that
the experimental data obtained from open-air
exposure were analogous to those arisen from
artificial weathering exposure. Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2 show the comparison plot of the
degradation trend of the PS foam studied
without and with 1% of accelerator (peroxide)
between open-air natural sunlight and in
accelerated chamber, respectively.
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Fig. 1 :  The plot of  Mn at the eqivalent exposure time between open-air and artificial weathering
condition of uncoated PS foam8
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Fig. 2 : The plot of  Mn at the equivalent exposure time between open-air and artificial weathering
condition of 1% peroxide coated PS foam8.
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In this study, the effect of meteorological
parameters (wind speed and direction, ambient
temperature, relative humidity and exposure
duration) was studied in terms of degradation
of LLDPE films exposed to natural weathering
for 16 months. Three types of LLDPE films
were prepared in this study, 1) LLDPE pure
resin (virgin) films, 2) 0.3% UVA additive
mixed and, 3) 0.6% UVA additive mixed.
Mechanical and physical properties were
monitored regularly and characterization was
performed immediately after each unloading.
Statistical treatment of the data obtained was
carried out in order to develop simplified linear
equations in order to predict propertied exposed
to known weather conditions.

Table 1 : summary of the t-test performed8

Test condition df Calculated t Critical t Conclusion 
Neat PS foam 

Peroxide coated PS foam 

12 

12 

– 0.019 

   0.059 

± 2.18 

± 2.18 

Ho accepted 

Ho accepted 

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Masterbatch preparation

The masterbach was prepared by mixing
UVA additives (i.e. Tinuvin 494 FB, Tinuvin
NOR 371, and Chimasorb 81) in different
proportions with LLDPE resin (density: 0.918
gm/cc, EQUATE EFDC-7087 grade) in
accordance with Table 2. These additives and
resin were physically mixed (dry mixing) for
30 min in a drum blender for each 10 Kg of
blend. Blend formulations were compounded
at 220 0C in Killion Compounding Extruder
(Size= 38 mm 30:1 L/D). The compounded
samples were then extruded in the Mac-Plas
film line (Size= 55mm 30:1 L/D) at 175 0C to
produce film samples.

Table 2 : Formulations of LLDPE resin with additives percentages (20% purity)
and films produced codes

LLDPE  
film code 

Additives 
concentration % 

Tinuvin 494 
FB % 

Tinuvin 
371NOR  % 

Chimasorb 
81% 

A1  

A2 

0.3 UVA 

0.6 UVA 

0.075 

0.15 

0.075 

0.15 

0.15 

0.30 

Film preparation
In this study, 2 different formulations

of LLDPE were compared to the virgin
material (LLDPE pure resin) with no additives.
The formulations were referred to as UVA
and coded A1 and A2 in accordance with
Table 2. Virgin LLDPE was referred to as V.
The films of polyethylene (LLDPE) were
prepared with the above stock masterbatch by
Mac-Plas extruder at 175 °C. Films were
drawn through a metallic die to produce rolls,
which were later on cut with a die cutter

(Ray-Ran model, ram stroke : 14 mm) to
produce the films (100 m) desired in
accordance with ASTM-D882.
Natural (outdoor) weathering

LLDPE films (12.5 mm wide) were
mounted on metallic plates containing at least
7 films per plate. The middle portion of the
film was allowed to be exposed to sunshine.
The plates were then placed on boards
manufactured at KISR workshop facing
southwards in a 45° angle with the plane of
the earth as per ASTM D1435-94. Exposed
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Table 3 : Meteorological parameters obtained for the period of study including mean
ambient temperature (0C), average wind speed (m/s) and direction (0) and relative

humidity (%). Exposure duration and month/year it corresponds to, are also shown.

samples were periodically taken out and
washed gently with distilled water, and full
characterization was performed regularly. Total
exposure period was 16 months starting from
6th July 2005. Table 3 shows mean monthly
ambient temperature, relative humidity, wind

speed and direction for Al-Ahmadi governorate
obtained from the Kuwait Environment Public
Authority (KUEPA) for Fahaheel monitoring
station (i.e. natural weathering site district).
Data obtained in Table 3 was used (as it will
be described) in the statistical treatment.

Month/year Duration 
(months) 

Mean ambient 
temperature (°C) 

Average wind 
speed (m/s) 

Average wind  
direction (°) % RH 

  Jul-05 
  Aug-05 
  Sep-05 
  Nov-05 
  Mar-06 
  Jul-06 
  Nov-06 

0 
1 
2 
4 
8 

12 
16 

42 
37.5 
33.5 
22 

19.5 
44 
24 

3.5 
3 
3 

3.6 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 

242 
228 
249 
207 
208 
244 
210 

11 
11 

13.5 
40 
44 
12 
44 

Mechanical properties
The films of LLDPE were measured

for stress (MPa), strain (%) and elongation to
brake (mm) using a universal testing machine
from Testometric Co (model M250). ASTM-
D8082 was followed. The mean value of every
five films was taken.
Experimental methods of physical prop-
erties evaluation

Samples were analyzed by colorimetry
using Nippon Co colorimeter NF33 model in
mouse mode as spelled out in ASTM-D2244.
Colorimetric determinations were done with
respect to the virgin LLDPE films (reference
line) to determine the total change in color (E)
as shown in Equation 4 :

        (4)

Where,
LS*, aS*,bS* refer to the control samples
of reference and LB*, aB*,bB* refer to the
test specimen or batch

E*ab= the total color difference between two
colors each given in terms of L*, a*,
b*.

L* = the position change on the white/black
axis = LB* - LS*

a* = the position change on the red/green
axis = aB* - aS*

b* = the position change on the yellow/blue
= bB* - bS*

Samples were also analyzed for %haze
and %transmission evaluation using a spherical
hazemeter (Diffusion systems ltd). A density
gradient column was used to measure the
density of the blank (0 exposure) samples as
well as, samples after weathering.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mechanical and physical properties
evaluation

Properties were regularly evaluated
after each natural (outdoor) weathering
unloading. Fig.3 shows stress (MPa)
corresponding to the exposure duration for the
three batches studied, i.e. virgin polymer (V),
0.3% UVA (A1) and 0.6% UVA (A2). Fig.4
shows strain (%) and elongation to brake (mm)
for the same batches. Stress yield point showed
an improvement with the increase of additive
concentration. Retention time to reach 50%
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loss was improved as well as, service life (i.e.
outdoor life span) with the UVA mixed films
(Fig. 4). Films exposed to outdoors degraded
in a way to prevent further mechanical testing
in 8 months for virgin films, 12 months for 0.3%
UVA films and 16 months for 0.6% UVA films.

Table 4 shows haze and transmission as well
as, total change in color (E) evaluated for the
three batches studied. Fig. 5 shows the density
(gmcc-1) measured for the film samples with
respect to exposure duration.

 

Fig. 3 : Stress (MPa) for virgin (V), 0.3% UVA (A1) and 0.6% UVA (A2) films exposed to
natural (outdoor) weathering

 

Fig. 4 : Strain (%) and Elongation to brake (EB) (mm) for virgin (V), 0.3% UVA (A1) and 0.6% UVA (A2)
films exposed to natural (outdoor) weathering
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Table 4 : %haze, %transmission and total change in color (E) for studied
film samples of the three batches

Virgin polymer (V) 0.3% UVA (A1) 0.6% UVA (A2) 
Exposure 
duration 

(hrs) 

Exposure 
duration 
(months) 

 
%haze 

 
%trans 


E 

 
%haze 

 
%trans 


E 

 
%haze 

 
%trans 


E 

0 
1 
2 
4 
8 
12 

35.5 
33.1 
32.35 
31.45 
34.15 
90.55 

91.2 
90.55 
91.2 
90.9 
89.75 
90.55 

0 
0.787 
0.678 
1.155 
0.829 
16.320 

31.8 
29.25 
35.95 
34.7 
34.55 
91.25 

91.3 
91.25 
90.65 
90.85 
90.15 
91.25 

0 
0.261 
0.739 
1.260 
1.385 
7.047 

33.15 
36.45 
40.25 
29.95 
33.5 
90.7 

91.2 
90.7 
90.5 

90.55 
90 

90.7 

0 
0.275 
0.773 
0.341 
1.103 
6.752 

0 
720 
1440 
2880 
5760 
8760 

11640 

16 90.55 90.55 7.013 91.25 90.7 6.327 90.7 90.7 5.994 

 

 

Fig. 5 : V, A1 and A2 film samples densities (gmcc-1) evaluated after each weathering
exposure duration

Three batches studied experienced a
similar effect of natural weathering in terms
of haze and transmission measured (Table 4).
The effect of weathering on the polymer color
was visible to the naked eye. UVA additives
helped reduce the effect of apparent color
changes and measured color parameters (see
Eq. (4)). Density of the virgin polymer could
be described as unpredictable when compared

to the A1 and A2 samples. The gradual
increase of the density in the case of the UVA
mixed films helps determine the exact range
of density to develop a better profile. This helps
converters of LLDPE manipulate their product
and tailor it to their needs.
Statistical data treatment

In order to develop a relation between
properties studied and meteorological
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parameters recorded, two way ANOVA without
repetition test was performed. Meteorological
parameters were set as independent variables
including: exposure duration, wind speed and
direction, ambient temperature and relative
humidity (Table 3). Mechanical and physical
properties measured were tested individually
against each meteorological parameter as
dependent variable. The test was applied with
a 95% (  =  0.5) degree of confidence to

accept Null-Hypothesis (Ho). If F was smaller
or equal to critical F(Fc); if so occurred
between rows tested, variables are analogous
within groups. If the case was found between
columns, the variables are analogous among
groups. Table 5 shows the F, Fc and conclusion
of the ANOVA two way test performed on
stress and haze for rows (within groups test)
for virgin film samples.

Table 5 : Two way ANOVA test results performed on the dataset of virgin film
samples (stress and haze) for rows

Dependent 
variable 

Independent 
variable F Fc Conclusion Dependent 

variable 
Independent 

variable F Fc Conclusion 

 
 

Stress 

Temperature 
Duration 

Wind speed 
Wind dir. 

RH 

5.353 
0.216 
0.868 
1.878 
0.345 

 
 

6.388 

 
Analogous 

within 
groups 

 
 

Haze 

Temperature 
Duration 

Wind speed 
Wind dir. 

RH 

1.237 
2.150 
1.101 
1.029 
1.214 

 
 

4.283 

 
Analogous 

within 
groups 

 
The same procedure was performed on

all dependent variables to validate the
assumption that there are analogous within and
among groups. The general conclusion is that
all dependent variables are dependent on the
meteorological parameters (independent
variables). However, the degree of
independence differs from tested batch to
other and variable to other, depending on the
value of F and Fc.

In the case of virgin polymer film
samples tested, stress was strongly dependent
on all meteorological parameters. This was
expected, since virgin (pure resin) contained
no absorbing or stabilizing additives or even
light transforming chemicals, the effect will be
obvious in the case of stress as the main
mechanical property studied. Strain and EB
were dependent on all meteorological
parameters, but loosely on wind direction
(strain) and ambient temperature, wind speed
and relative humidity (EB). Again the absence
of additives seemed to manipulate the
mechanical properties.

Wind speed had little effect on haze in
the case of virgin polymer studied. While

transmission had to be studied further more and
logarithmic equation had to be used (will be
discussed in the next section). Both E and
density were strongly dependent on the
meteorological parameters.

In the case of 0.3% UVA film samples
coded as A1, stress was again strongly
dependent on all meteorological parameters,
except wind speed. This suggests that UVA
additive had an effect on the samples studied
no reduce the independence on wind speed.
Strain was loosely dependent on wind speed
and direction and relative humidity. Comparing
to the virgin polymer case, strain with 0.3% of
UVA is more resilient against meteorological
parameters. In the virgin polymer case, it was
loosely dependent on wind direction but with
0.3% UVA it is less dependent on wind speed
and direction and relative humidity. EB in the
0.3% UVA case was dependent in a very weak
way with wind speed and relative humidity.
Haze was again loosely depended on wind
speed.

0.6% sample films (A2) showed weak
dependence on wind speed in the case of stress.
In the case of strain and EB we can exclude
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wind speed and direction and relative humidity.
Other parameters can be set for the rest of the
equations.
Relationship development between
variables

In order to develop a relationship that
will help predict mechanical and physical
properties studied, LINEST function was used
in Microsoft EXCEL 2007 to develop linearized
equations relating each property with
meteorological conditions. Properties loosely
dependent as described in the previous section
were discarded from the equation development
process. Linear functions obey either a straight
line fit [Eq.(5)] or a logarithmic one [Eq.(6)].
To whom a better r2 is calculated the equation
is chosen. Equations (7) – (13) show the
relations developed in the case of virgin
polymer.
y  =  axi

i -1
j( )  ;  j = 1, 2, 3.....n                  (5)

 yi = ( ai   ;  j = 1, 2, 3.....n 

   Log(yi) = [(ai).Log  ] + Log (b) ;
i = 1, 2, 3.....n      (6)

Stress = (-0.749) ED – (0.27) T
 + (0.051) WD + (1.348)  RH
 + 90.4556   (7)

Strain = (-17.896) ED – (9.41) 
 T + (60.118) RH + 838.081   (8)

EB = (-3.655)  ED + (16.191) RH   (9)
Haze = (-2.541) ED – (0.335) 

T - (1.658) WD + (5.945) 
RH + 74.714 (10)

Log (Trans) = (-0.0009).Log(ED) +
 (1.02124E-05).Log (T) + (0.017).
Log (WS) – (0.001).Log (WD)
+ (0.00034).Log (RH) + 90.99 (11)

E = (-1.444) ED – (0.168) T +
 (19.454)  WS - (1.354) 
 WD + (1.655)  RH + 46.318 (12)

 = (-0.0007) ED – (0.0004)
T + (0.01) WS - (0.003) WD
 + (0.0008)  RH + 0.90307 (13)

Where,
ED = Exposure duration (months)
WS = Mean wind speed (m/s)
WD = Mean wind direction (°)
RH = Relative humidity (%)
T = Mean ambient temperature (°C)
Trans = %transmission
 = Density (gmcc-1)
EB = Elongation to brake (mm)

In the case of 0.3% UVA films,
Equations (14)-(20) show the relationship
developed relating mechanical and physical
properties to meteorological parameters.

Equations (21)-(27) show the relationship
developed for 0.6% UVA films.
Stress = (–2.704) ED – (0.197) T

 – (3.581) WD + (0.372)
 RH + 135.227 (14)

Strain = (20.199)  ED + (11.045)
 T - 2689.8 (15)

EB = (9.999)  ED + (5.529)  T +
(5.423)  WD – 1347.2 (16)

Haze = (-4.165)  ED – (0.297) 
 T – (4.083)  WD + (6.954) 
 RH + 99.96 (17)

Trans = (-0.117)  ED – (0.0316) 
 T + (1.738)  WS – (0.076) 
 WD + (0.049)  RH + 97.352 (18)

E = (-0.532)  ED – (0.0543) 
T + (7.491)  WS – (0.543) 
WD – (0.543)  RH + 15.654 (19)

 = (0.0005)  ED – (1.66206E-05)  T
– (0.007)  WS  + (0.0006)  WD
+ (0.0006)  RH + 0.91812 (20)

Stress = (-3.094)  ED – (0.3)  T –
 (3.978)  WD + (0.676) 
RH + 157.7 (21)

Strain = (101.136)  ED + (15.58) 
 T - 5733 (22)

EB = (50.650)  ED + (7.781)  T –
 2867 (23)

Haze = (-4.165) ED – (0.297) 
 T - (4.083)  WD + (6.954) 
 RH + 99.96 (24)
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Trans = (-0.011) x ED + (0.852)  WS
+ (0.018) WD - (0.008)  RH
+ 88.56 (25)

E = (-0.353) ED– (0.03) T + (4.496)
WS – (0.320) WD + (0.687)
RH + 8.401 (26)

 = (-4.94997E-05) ED – (0.006) 
WS–(3.98129E–05) WD+
 (0.001) RH + 0.979 (27)

Where,
ED = Exposure duration (months)
WS = Mean wind speed (m/s)
WD = Mean wind direction (°)

Table 6 : Relationships developed with r2 value and %error

Eq.# r2 %error Eq.# r2 %error 
7 0.999 4.00 17 0.990 2.22 
8 0.999 4.10 18 0.996 1.45 
9 0.999 4.10 19 0.999 1.11 

10 0.986 1.15 20 0.899 1.12 
11 0.763 4.55 21 0.993 1.11 
12 0.926 4.55 22 0.972 4.22 
13 0.868 0.66 23 0.972 4.54 
14 0.999 3.40 24 0.979 4.66 
15 0.999 3.40 25 0.890 4.91 
16 0.999 3.45 26 0.880 4.44 
27 0.999 0.99  

RH = Relative humidity (%)
T = Mean ambient temperature (°C)
Trans = %transmission
 = Density (gmcc-1)
EB = Elongation to brake (mm)

Validating the developed relationships
showed a very good %error. ±5% is considered
an accepted %error in engineering
calculations. Table 6 shows r2 of the
developed relations as well as %error of
validated resulted between modeled values and
measured ones.

Due to the high value of r2 in the previous
equations (Table 6), no need was shown to
use either a second order model or higher
degree. Equations between 7 and 13,
representing the virgin polymer film samples
showed a high error value calculated. However,
other equations displayed relatively smaller
values of error.

CONCLUSION
Film samples of LLDPE were tested

after exposure to natural (outdoor) weathering
for a period of 16 months. The samples were
characterized for mechanical and physical
properties. These properties included stress,
strain, elongation to brake, haze, transmission,
total change in color and density. The aim of

the work was achieved after relating
meteorological parameters to measured
properties. Two-way ANOVA was used to
validate analogous within and among groups
tested. LINEST function was used to relate
the properties with strong relationship to the
parameters desired. High r2 values resulted in
the least square method fitting used with small
%error calculated. In the case of film samples
V, stress was strongly dependent on all
meteorological parameters. This was expected,
since virgin (pure resin) contained no absorbing
or stabilizing additives or even light
transforming chemicals. Strain and EB were
dependent on all meteorological parameters, but
loosely on wind direction (strain) and ambient
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temperature, wind speed and relative humidity
(EB). This fact could be explained by the
absence of any additives. In the case of A1
films, stress was again strongly dependent on
all meteorological parameters, except wind
speed. This suggests that UVA additive had an
effect on the samples studied no reduce the
independence on wind speed. Strain was loosely
dependent on wind speed and direction and
relative humidity. Comparing to the virgin
polymer case, strain with 0.3% of UVA is more
resilient against meteorological parameters. In
the virgin polymer case, it was loosely dependent
on wind direction but with 0.3% UVA it is less
dependent on wind speed and direction and
relative humidity. EB in the 0.3% UVA case
was dependent in a very weak way with wind
speed and relative humidity. Haze was loosely
depended on wind speed in both cases. 0.6%
sample films (A2) showed loose dependence
on wind speed in the case of stress. In the case
of strain and EB we can exclude wind
speed and direction and relative humidity.
Primary and secondary airborne pollutants
should be studied in terms of their effect on the
samples.
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